Slavery or Servitude

Part 2

The Fight for Freedom
By James McGuire

"The issue which has swept down the centuries and which will have to be fought sooner
or later is the People vs. The Banks." --Lord Acton, Lord Chief Justice of England, 1875
“When through the process of the law, the common people have lost their homes, they will be more tractable and
easily governed through the influence of the strong arm of the government applied to a central power of imperial
wealth under the control of the leading financiers. People without homes will not quarrel with their leaders.”
– The Manifesto

Herein we must look at the well spoken words of President James Madison: “every form of
abuse, intrigue, deceit …” There are those that after an unsuccessful attempt to bring truth and
justice before the courts have decried the court as being a kangaroo and the judge digs holes in
his backyard. Sometimes, this is simply not true. The banks legal machines are artist in
deception. Magically mouth movement will divert a courts attention from the dirty glass in the
sink to the clean dishes in the dishwasher. It is not known why the deceivers do what they do,
but, what they do will eventually destroy freedom. After freedom has been destroyed the
deceivers themselves may be rendered to a lower subservient position of servitude to the banks,
for they have performed their task.. But for the moment, the deceivers will enjoy their spoils, as
for the future; they may very well have subjected their descendants to perpetual servitude. If the
deceiver’s mentality is “me, me, now, now”, then may God show no mercy on their eternally
condemned soul.
Lord Action in 1875 noted a battle will be fought, while Abraham Lincoln predicted the crisis
would be in the near future. The ninetieth and twentieth century’s have passed by; the banks
continued their plan for imperialism. In 1941 Pearl Harbor was attacked; as Japanese Admiral
Isoroku Yamamoto noted; the attack: “only awoke a sleeping giant.” From all accounts, the
American government had prior warning but, communications at that time were limited. For
millennia’s, the banks have planned their imperialistic machine to “Divide and conquer (derived
from the Latin saying Divide et impera1) may refer to: Divide and rule, in politics, sociology and
economics, a strategy to gain or maintain power”, in relative silence. Modern day
communications have all but eliminated governments and people from not having information.
Divide and conquer is beginning to reverse roles, the people and governments of the world are
pursuing the banks on many fronts. Lies and deceit once told and believed by the courts are
being challenged. Correctly, the people are not in quarrel with their governments, the people and
the governments in tandem are beginning to pursue the path to justice.

Once ignorance and disbelief are eliminated, servitude will end!
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http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Divide_and_conquer
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